HEALING ANIMALS ORGANISATION
Winter HAO Newsletter 2021-2022

Dear friends of the Healing Animals Organisation
Welcome to our winter 2021 HAO Newsletter. Firstly, I would like to thank each and every one of
you for your continued love and passion for animals in need. The support you have given this year
to fundraising campaigns and attendance of face-to-face animal workshops has given us all a
sense of togetherness. Speaking as “One Voice” has unified our role to raise the vibration of pure
love and compassion and keep our own energy levels positive.
Is 2022 the year you would like to embark on a professional Diploma in animal well-being skills?
You are needed more than ever! This rewarding course will give you the confidence to work with
animals and tap into your own toolkit of healing skills.
Students have travelled from far and wide to continue their studies with enthusiasm, intention and
boldness. Then return home and apply much needed skills to help animals and carers has been
satisfying and humbling.
Key is finding solutions for animals in need and overcome the challenges they face: engage with a
higher perspective and love in our hearts, co create with like-minded folk and apply simple
achievable goals which can help each and every animal we treat.
Finally find a moment to settle down with a cuppa and read about these wonderful heart-warming
HAO animal volunteering stories, fundraising campaigns achieved in 2021 and may be new and
exciting professional animal courses you would like to enrol on for 2022.
Warmest wishes Elizabeth Whiter

Look out and scroll down for HAO 2022
Diplomas - CPD Workshops - short courses
Calendar of Events - Meditation Evenings
ZOOM Tutorials and HAO fundraising

Spaces available
1yr Diploma in Animal Healing and Communication

Hope that we will not need to wear any
masks in 2022 - fingers crossed x

January 2022
1yr Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication

CPD HAO Mindfulness Diploma
with Diane Stanton
8th/9th &10th April 2022

March 2022
Vocational animal and equine modules held in Sussex
Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org
or detailed prospectus and application form

A Wonderful Mindful Living Diploma that offers you
insightful awareness, understanding and increased
inner confidence. The Mindfulness Diploma has been
created to offer HAO participants the core practices
of Mindfulness within your own practice and to
facilitate Mindfulness sessions with clients.
This Diploma offers a unique opportunity to work in a
student-centred group with a maximum of 6
participants.
There will be self-study online learning in March to
prepare you for the exciting and rewarding face to
face training in April.
Please Email for a prospectus.
elizabeth@healinganimals.org

ZOOM Animal Healing and Creative Meditation for
HAO Members £8
Proceeds to animal rescue centres. To attend and donate at:https://www.healinganimals.org/healing-animals-organisation-fundraising/

The first Tuesday of the month 7- 8.30pm
2022: 1st Feb, 1st March, 5th April, 3rd May, 7th June,
5th July, 2nd Aug, 6th Sept, 4th Oct, 1st Nov, 6th Dec
This is a self-development class where you can perfect your meditation,
creative visualisation skills and process your emotions in a safe and
magical location with fellow HAO healers. Halt the chattering mind and
take time out from phones and computers. Share experiences with likeminded people, ground our channelled thoughts and set intentions. The
monthly distant healing circle is fast becoming a very powerful healing
tool to galvanise us and hone our healing skills.
Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for the Zoom link
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Lindsey, HAO graduate animal healer shares with us…
You Never Stop Learning….
Graduating in January 2020 as an animal and human healer and in
Natural Food Animal Remedies I was excited and eager to set up my
healing practice, and then we were hit by Covid and everything ground to
a halt, making it really difficult to start practising.
Fortunately, Liz found a way for us to continue our studies during the
COVID lockdowns and I was able to study for and graduate in Equine
Healing and Communication and Relax HAO K9 Massage Level 1
during 2021.
I had courses to look forward to and focus on and I was with beautiful
HAO like-minded souls.

For me, not being a natural horse woman,
but having a tremendous love of and affinity
for them, I felt it was so important for me to
continue my learning. I’ve been able to do
this through attending the various sensory
and massage events that Liz has run at
Moorcroft Equine Rehabilitation Centre,
one of the beautiful equine centres we were
able to do some of our hands-on training.
To keep up my practice I’ve been able to
offer healing to some of the horses and
donkeys at Moorcroft on a voluntary basis
too.
I love trying out our healing and K9
massage moves on Tara, my lovely
Portuguese rescue who is now 3 years old.
She’s very hyper and won’t stay settled for too long but she is gradually
becoming a little calmer and enjoys coming into my new relaxing spiritual
room. I’ve more recently been able to expand my Relax HAO K9 massage
having just completed level 2 practical module and looking forward to be
able to put this into practice with client dogs.
I love learning and I’ve just completed the new Mindfulness course at
Chealsfield with the lovely Diane Stanton and I’m really looking forward to
being able to incorporate this into my human healing as well as attending
a follow-up course.
For me learning is lifelong, it never stops whatever it may be in and there
is just so much more for me to learn and grow as a healer and person.
I’m looking forward to adding to my skills during 2022 with the Equine
Sensory Enrichment and Relax HAO Equine Massage.
“Creativity

is intelligence having fun” Albert Einstein
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Testimonial

Another amazing 4 days with the Healing Animals Organisation .
I’ve been working with animals for 16 years through college/university/various jobs and
rescue work. This diploma has hands down been the best and most life changing. I’m lucky
I’ve always had that desire to work with animals and a nurturing side but I finally feel I’ve
found my calling with healing and that’s thanks to Elizabeth Whiter and the HAO.
If you’re interested in finding out more I highly recommend attending the 1 day workshop in
November or just emailing to find out how to enroll on the diploma in January. You don’t
need to have worked with animals before. You will learn so much on the diploma.

2020
Students who are
now Graduates
of Healing
Animals
Organisation
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Diploma in Animal Healing 2021 Memories

DIPLOMA IN EQUINE HEALING
and COMMUNICATION
Join us and Train hands on Professional Certified
Vocational one-year part time Diploma in Equine Healing
and Communication upon graduation be recognised as an
insured Equine and Communication Healer
with the Healing Animals Organisation

DIPLOMA IN EQUINE HEALING COURSE DATES SUSSEX

Foundation day+ Module 10-13 March 2022
Module 1 - 2 - 5 June 2022
Module 2 - 25 - 29 August 2022

1(�1

Testimonial
Wow! What an amazing 4 days! The final 5-day module of the Equine
Healing diploma was absolutely inspiring, Elizabeth Whiter had put in
so much of her own energy and thought into the course work, the
meditations, and the practical work. It was a privilege to work with so
many wonderlul animals, and I feel nothing can beat the level of
practical experience and insight obtained with Liz·s face to face

"--J<.o..l courses.

Or Alison G.

For a 2022 Prospectus
please email
E-!.�
elizabeth@healinganimals.org
www.healinganimals.org
Pioneering Animal Healing School since 2005
Principal Elizabeth Whiter

MHAO MNFSH

IIZ ITEC WSA
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West Sussex UK

Equine Diploma 2021 Memories

RELAX HAOK9 MASSAGE® Memories
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RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE

RELAX HAOK9 MASSAGE®

This could be YOU!

This could be YOU!
This extra healing modality for our canine friends is
extremely popular and books up fast
Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org

The RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE course
dovetails beautifully with the Diploma in Equine and is
being very well received by equine rescue centres,
private stables, riding schools, and individual clients.
We ran a RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE
fundraiser demos at Moorcroft Race Horse Rehab
Centre in 2021. Great for equine healers to add this
modality to their toolkit and combine healing with
equine massage. If you have completed the Diploma
in Equine and would like to join the HAO Equine
Massage course please email me at
elizabeth@healinganimals.org for more details.

Dr Rohini Sathish BVSC & AH MSC MRCVS Chief Veterinary
Adviser MHAO has this to say...
“As a veterinary surgeon and animal lover, I greatly
welcome HAO graduates and students to volunteer their
services to animals in rescue and rehabilitation. Team
work is everything! Don’t hold back, follow your dreams
and share your healing skills with animals in your care.
I look forward to seeing you on an HAO outreach project
soon!”

Holistic Integrative Veterinary Surgeon & Co Author You Can Heal Your Pet
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Equine Sensory Enrichment Memories 2021
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Diploma in Equine Sensory Enrichment 2022
AnimalChoices® Equine Practitioner
This could be YOU!

This is a unique course for HAO graduates and current students of the Diploma in
Equine Healing based on the extensive training, twenty five years+ experience and work
undertaken by Elizabeth Whiter in her international sensory equine practice. This will be
a fun and inspiring course on Equine Sensory and Food Enrichment for general
wellbeing.
The practical 4 day training course in July is combined with
online tutorials and an E-Learning module. Students can
also help equine owners and carers make an informed
choice about the sensory and nutritional benefits of equine
self-selection using culinary herb infused oils, hydrosols,
tree browse, fresh/dried herbage and specific plant
remedies on this course.

Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information
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Elizabeth with Lily her beautiful
Norfolk Terrier age 17

Elizabeth offers Sensory
Enrichment to a rescue Donkey at
Moorcroft
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Diploma in Animal Sensory Enrichment 2022

AnimalChoices® Practitioner
23rd June to 26th June 2022

Practical Training Module

This could be YOU!

Online Learning Module
This is a unique course for students and graduates of the Diploma in Animal Healing based
on the extensive training, experience and work undertaken by Elizabeth Whiter in her
International animal healing practice. This will be a fun and inspiring Diploma in animal
sensory and food enrichment for general wellbeing. This extended course will enable the
student to help guardians and carers make an informed choice about the nutritional benefits
of animal self-selection using the AnimalChoices® range of culinary herb infused oils and
specific plant remedies on this course for cats and dogs.

.

Please email me at

elizabeth@healinganimals.org

To book your place
23rd June to 26th June 2022
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This could be you in 2022
please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information

NEW! HAO WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

CPD

2 day Practical Sensory Enrichment Training with certification
*Work with primates and wild animals at a leading primate rescue centre in the
UK incorporating Liz’s ground breaking enrichment programmes.
*Liz will be teaching you about food and sensory enrichments from her extensive
overseas travels working with wild animal outreach projects.
*You will forage, prepare the enrichments and with Liz and Anthea HAO Graduate,
offer them to our primate friends.
*Utilise these valuable HAO skills to offer enrichments when volunteering
overseas at animal rescue centres.
*Online video footage and detailed notes available to equip students before and
after their training.

For maximum individual tuition this course is only offered
to 4 graduates at a time
Email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org
for further information and booking form
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Sensory Enrichment Monkey Haven Memories

HAO Animal Fundraising - the Heartbeat of
the Healing Animals Organisation
Fundraising for Animal Charities and Rescue Centres is the heart beat of the Healing Animals
Organisation. HAO in 2019 /20/21 raised thousands of pounds for vital funds for animals in need all over
the world.

Moorcroft Equine Rehab

ELI for Animals
Romania

Thanks to our May sponsored walk, gong baths and equine massage demonstrations
we have raised vital funds for the following in 2019/20/21:- Muffin Pug Rescue,
Monkey Haven, Dog Rescue Cyprus, Zoorefugio Tarqui Ecuador, The Bat Hospital,
Lindsay’s Rescue Animals, International Animal Rescue - The Great Bear Rescue,
Active 8 Cyprus, Snake Shack, RSPCA Patcham, PAWS Animal Rescue, Moorcroft
Equine Rehab Centre, ELI for Animals, Nowzad, Kabul Small Animal Rescue,
War Paws

Despite Covid our beautiful animal healing work continued
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Sponsored Walk by the Students 2021
Well done to Healing Animals Organisation Module 4 students who raised £1500 at the
HAO sponsored walk the other week. This incredible amount raised is going to help
towards the building of new animal enclosures at Animal School. Once again I was so
proud of my amazing HAO students, and on behalf of them, I met up with Lindsay with
my sister Susie today as we had a guided tour of the many rescued animal residents.
Very close to HAO's heart is wildlife rerelease programmes and thrilled that these field
mice will be released into the countryside.

More Fundraising in 2021
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Gong Bath Fundraiser for ELI for Animals August 2021

I just wanted to say thanks again for a fantastic gong bath fundraiser. I’m blown away by
how much was raised for ELI for Animals. The money received has gone towards the costs of our
senior ELI rescue dogs both here in the UK with me and those in Romania with Claudia. Recently
a number of our senior dogs have required veterinary care and have ongoing costs with their
everyday essential medication.
ELI for Animals is a registered Romanian charity founded by Claudia Dumitru in 2013. The charity
offers refuge for stray dogs and cats in Bucharest, Romania. The sanctuary was built on land at
Claudia’s home and houses approximately 30 permanent dogs who cannot be rehomed due to
age, health and behaviour. Claudia rescues stray animals in danger. These dogs are thankfully
later rehomed in the UK, Germany and Holland through various organisations the charity works
with. A big focus for the charity is to run regular spay and neuter campaigns to prevent future
unwanted litters. For a number of years the charity has also provided support for Odai public
shelter in Bucharest that currently houses around 700 dogs. Charlotte Eli for Animals MHAO
Hi, Elizabeth!
Thank you and the entire team at the Healing Animal Organisation for the amazing fundraiser
done for our charity.
It’s a constant struggle for us since Brexit was put into place, not to mention about the Covid
lockdown etc, so any help is so much appreciated.
I am looking to meet you and HAO students and graduates in Romania
Thank you once again Claudia ELI for Animals

A fantastic turn out for the ELI for
Animals Gong Fundraiser tonight.
We raised £800 and it was
wonderful to have Charlotte
Leech from Eli join us. Thank you
to everyone who attended and to
Liz Oakenfold accompanying me
on gongs

Fundraiser for Nowzad Afghanistan August 2021
The live Nowzad Afghanistan fundraiser Gong Bath
raised £460 last night. Thank you to everyone who attended,
donated and all who joined us live on Zoom! Thank you to Liz
Oakenfold my dear friend and fellow gong player for joining
me in playing our range of wonderful gongs.
A further £200 has been donated by the Healing Animals
Organisation to WarPaws

The Nowzad Charity was founded in 2007 by Sgt Pen
Farthing
We reunite Soldiers with their Battle Buddies and
provide vital Animal Welfare to Afghanistan
Nowzad has opened the FIRST EVER donkey/horse
sanctuary in Afghanistan, a refuge for former working
donkeys and horses

http://www.nowzad.com/
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HAO animal healer Stamo Ampatielou describes her wonderful
healing work with cats and dogs in Kefalonia:Greece has more than 2 million stray abandoned animals with a very high
level of abuse towards them. Laws are not often followed through or
policed. Most of the time it is up to independent volunteers to look after
and feed the stray animals and that is especially true when it comes to
cats.
I have always wanted to help abandoned and abused cats so signing up
for my diploma in animal healing opened a whole new world for me: a
world called Healing Animals Organisation and allowed me to meet Liz, a
magical creature full of energy and compassion for any sentient being.
Not to mention all the knowledge she has about herbs and natural
remedies.
Studying for my diploma has allowed me to extend my help to animals in
need. I travel often to Greece and use my new found knowledge with my
healing and herbal remedies. I still have a lot to learn, however it is a very
enjoyable journey.
One of the volunteers I have been working with
for more than a decade is called Lilianna and
Cats in Action. Lilianna, an architect by trade,
has been rescuing and re-homing cats and
dogs for the last twenty years and accepts
donations of food and money: which goes
directly to the vets to pay for treatments or to
the pet food shops to feed the stray animals.
Thanks to a much needed donation of €220 by
the Healing Animals Organisation, Morfula and
Rudy successfully received treatment from a
vet called Kaloeida Marilena; who Lilianna
works with on a regular basis.
Many animals’ lives have been
saved. Volunteering and our
healing work with animals in
Greece is a difficult task as it is
too soul consuming but it is most
rewarding when it comes to
helping sentient beings that rely
on you for survival.
“Hello Healing Animals
Organisation
I have just received your donation!
I would like to thank you for the
help you're giving. It's very
important to us because of the
large amount of stray cats and
dogs that need our help here in
Greece.
As a vet I really appreciated the volunteer
work by Stamo and Lilianna and animal
organisations, like yours to help fund
treatments and medicines.
Thank you again
Kaloeida Marilena
Veterinarian
© Healing Animals Organisation
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What if you decided to sponsor a dog?

In 2014, I decided I would, and have found it so rewarding, I now have three dogs in
my adopted Doggie Tribe! They are, in order (1) Mr Darcy (then Lola Bella) from the
Dogs Trust, UK; (2) Dillie (then Jane) from Gokova Animal Rescue; and finally (3)
Lottie from Eli for Animals, Romania. Here are their stories!

1) Mr.DARCY - the DOGS TRUST,UK
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk.

My first sponsored dog was Mr Darcy in 2014. I
received a welcome pack and then colourful updates
from my four legged friend throughout the year, at
Christmas, on Valentine’s Day and in the summer. Also a
fridge magnet, a window sticker and a certificate! Mr.
Darcy’s health meant it was not possible to find him a
forever home. However, he was allowed to spend the end
of his life living in the home of his beloved and trusted
Dog Trust carer. How lovely! Look at that face!
I miss Mr. Darcy, he was a real character. I now sponsor
Lola Bella. Here she is, see below, with the valentine
card she sent me earlier this year.

To find out more about sponsoring with the Dogs Trust please contact them.
There are many different options from paying £1 a month onwards. I pay
approximately £8.00 a month for Lola Bella through a direct debit scheme
Why sponsoring a dog from Dogs Trust can also makes a great gift.
Whether it's an unusual birthday gift, a charity Christmas present or special
anniversary surprise, sponsoring a dog is the perfect gift for dog-lovers. Many people
have space in their hearts for a dog of their own but don't have the time, space or
financial ability to do so. By sponsoring a dog as a gift you'll not only provide them
with a new doggy friend but you’ll also be helping change the lives of the thousands of
abandoned dogs that come through the doors of animal sanctuaries every year. These
sanctuaries need all the help they can.

2) DILLIE - GöKOVA ANIMAL RESCUE and KOYCEGIZ
SHELTER,MUGLA, SOUTH WEST TURKEY

The Gökova Animal Rescue and Koycegiz Shelter, Mugla, Turkey, is run by a very
dedicated group of woman who do an amazing job. See a separate HAO article about
this great team that I have got to know, and worked with since 2017.

Jane’s Story. She arrived in the shelter on
April 6th, 2021. She was aged approximately
8-12 months old. She was found in Akyaka Forest
and rescued by Beria from Gokova. She is so
friendly and loving, it was impossible to see her
turned back to the streets, and an uncertain
future. Before moving to the Shelter she has
gone through Hip dysplasia surgery on both sides
and has healed well. She has a good nature and
walks fine. She, too is up for adoption. I am
praying the right families will come forward,
hopefully in the UK, for both of them. See more
on Jane’s story:
https://www.facebook.com/photo?
fbid=10158673555386519&set=a.10152817489421519&notif_id=1613323738152897
&notif_t=feedback_reaction_generic&ref=notif
Sponsorship at Gökova Animal Rescue and
would normally cost around £20 -£30 a
sponsor or just make a regular donation
they can afford. See their website for
adoption:

Koycegiz Shelter, are flexible. A dog
month to sponsor but people can cotowards a sponsorship with whatever
more information on sponsorship and

Ref: Koycegiz Dogs Adoptions (Public group) https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1416437588521062/?ref=share

Ref:: Gokova Animal Rescue (Public group) https://www.facebook.com/groups/
gokovaanimalwelfare

3) LOTTIE - ELI for ANIMALS, Romania
www.eliforanimals.co.uk
Here is Lottie. I have been sponsoring her since July, 2021.

The Story of Gökova Animal Rescue and the Koycegiz shelter,
Mugla, southwest Turkey
Jeannie Billington and Carol Towers

I am so pleased to introduce you to
a group of very dedicated women
who do a tremendous, amazing job
running an Animal Rescue Centre
and Shelter (a non-profit making
charity), in Mugla, Turkey.
I was first introduced to Carol
Towers, one of the team, through a
very close family friend, Paul
Wright, I have known him since
childhood. He now lives in Turkey, in the same village as Carol. They both emigrated
there at different times. My friend, knowing of my involvement with the HAO,
introduced me to Carol. We have been corresponding ever since. I learnt of her
dedication and involvement with the street animals in the Mugla area. I joined the
Gökova Facebook group and have become a member of their extended family. I sent
Carol ‘ You can Heal Your Pet’ as a present and she has been using it avidly ever since.
Liz and I planned to go there in 2018 to work with ‘the Gökova team’. However it was
not to be! I broke my leg that summer (in the Scottish Islands), and the trip had to
be cancelled. I still dream of making it some day before I’m too old!? However what I
can do in the mean time, though this article, is inform other members of HAO, of the
work of the charity. I hope it will inspire you to get involved: maybe in sponsoring or
co-sponsoring one of the animals, or widening the advertisement of animals up for
adoption. Please also see my article on sponsoring animals in the HAO newsletter. You
will see I’m involved with Dillie & Jane, both looking for adoption.
It’s very interesting to see how the charity works. Here is Carol’s own account of the
Gökova Animal Rescue and the Koycegiz shelter.

“The small charity was founded to help the street animals living in and around the
small village of Gokova in the Muğla region of southwest Turkey. Many dogs and cats
are either born to the streets; or abandoned due to a pet having too many pups or
kittens; or because the animal has become ill or injured; or simply as a pet becomes
too old.
The aim of the organisation is to feed the animals and care for their health and
welfare. If they are ill or injured, one of the team will take the dog or cat for
veterinary care and ensure that medication is administered if needed. A trap, neuter
and release programme is in place in the hope that a population explosion is avoided.
The people of the villages are not keen on having too many strays around. Animals are
often shot or poisoned if they are deemed undesirable or a nuisance and, obviously,
the charity wants to avoid either of those things happening if at all possible.
The charity has a small team of volunteers headed up by Beria Atamturk and Carol
Towers. Beria does most of the daily field work and Carol holds more of an
administrative role, responsible for fundraising, marketing activities and accounts,
although she helps out with the hands-on work when needed. The local vet’s assistant,
Gulay, is also an invaluable member of
the team as she feeds the animals
daily and takes them for treatment as
and when required. There are also a
few other kind souls in the village who
help with the daily feeding programme
and reporting sick or injured animals
to the team, for which we are
eternally grateful.

To be able to carry out our work here, we
rely solely on donations, every penny of
which is used to help the animals live a
better life, knowing that they will at least
eat regularly and be cared for if ill or
injured.

Köyceğiz shelter is an animal rescue shelter
in the village of Köycegiz, also situated in
the Muğla region of Turkey, and provides
refuge for animals in need. The team is
constantly working to maintain and improve
the facilities. All work is managed by 2
workers provided by the local council and a
small number of volunteers who care for
400 plus dogs in a Turkish village where the
locals are not really interested in hands-on
help. The regular team is headed by Sarah
Browne, her team of volunteers being Ella
Slomian, Katrina McCready, Holly Döker and
Ash. Work at the shelter includes feeding,
cleaning the shelter, caring for the sick,
trying to provide suitable living conditions, the collection of animals, veterinary visits,
grooming, walking; the list is endless. To enable the shelter to help the animals they
rely totally on kind donations from their supporters. They are a non-profit
organisation and all donations are used to benefit any animal in need. The shelter
actively seeks homes for their dogs, sometimes in Turkey but more often abroad.
They prepare the dogs for their journey, if rehomed in another country, have close
working relationships with reputable transporters and operate a full rescue back-up
programme should there be any problem with the dog after it arrives in its new home.
Gokova Animal Rescue and Köyceğiz work in partnership to help each other out where
needed. Carol Towers fosters dogs for the shelter to start the socialisation process.
This helps to begin to prepare them for life in a family between the time they
receive an adoption offer and the start of their journey to a new life. Sometimes,
the Gökova charity will also help out if the shelter needs a dog returning to them
after treatment at the Gökova Animal Hospital. Köyceğiz shelter helps Gokova Animal
Rescue by, where possible, taking dogs ınto their care that cannot, for whatever
reason, safely return to the streets and actively seeking homes for them. Food
sponsors are sought for the dogs by both parties and, if successful, an agreed amount
is paid monthly to the shelter to cover the chosen dog’s needs”.
This truly is a fine example of two animal rescue organisations working hand-in-hand
with each other for the sole benefit of the animals. I would be thrilled if some HAO
members would be willing, in whatever way you can, to spread the word about Gokova
Animal Rescue and Koycegiz Dog Adoptions. They really need, and deserve, help with
sponsorship or adoption.
Ref: Koycegiz Dogs Adoptions (Public group)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1416437588521062/?ref=share
Ref:: Gokova Animal Rescue (Public group)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/gokovaanimalwelfare

Recipes
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HAO Calendar of Events 2022
Please email for further information elizabeth@healinganimals.org
Healing Animals Organisation Website
It gives me great pleasure to unveil the HAO calendar of Continued Professional Development
Courses/Workshops/Animal Fundraisers and ZOOM 2022

All workshops and courses below are held face to face at Chealsfield.
Listed ZOOM sessions are live with Elizabeth via video link UK time
January 2022
30th Be your own Boss! Business Workshop 10-5pm
February 2022
1stZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
5thZOOM Animal Communication Day 10-4pm
March 2022
1stZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
9th Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing 10-5pm
10-13th One year Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication
April 2022
5thZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
8-10th Diploma in Mindfulness Fri 2-5pm Sat and Sun 9.30-4.30pm
27th to 1st May- 5 Day Movement, Dance, Sound Retreat 9.30-5pm
May 2022
3rd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
28 -29th Relax HAO Equine Massage®: Level One module 1 9.30-5pm
June 2022
2nd - 5th Diploma in Equine Healing & Communication
7th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
7th Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
23-26th Practitioner Diploma in Animal Sensory Enrichment 9-5.30pm
July 2022
5th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
7-10th Practitioner Diploma in Equine Sensory Enrichment 9-5.30pm
30-31st Relax HAO Equine Massage®: Level One module 2 9.30– 5pm
August 2022
2nd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
25-29th Diploma in Equine Healing & Communication
September 2022
4th Animal Communication Workshop 10-5pm
6th Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
6th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
October 2022
4th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
November 2022
1st Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
1st ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
3-4th RELAX HAOK9 MASSAGE® Level 1 9.30-5pm
December 2022
6th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-8.30pm
Warmest wishes Elizabeth Whiter XX
Principal Healing Animals Organisation
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Beloved Animal Friends Crossed over the Rainbow Bridge in 2021

Banjo

Pilgrim

Rah

Chief

We were so lucky to have ZOOM available during the lockdown and
had many happy evenings learning from Lindsay's Animals.

They Will Not Go Quietly

They will not go quietly,
the pets who've shared our lives.
In subtle ways they let us know
their spirit still survives.
Old habits still can make us think
we hear them at the door
Or step back when we drop
a tasty morsel on the floor.
Our feet still go around the place
the food dish used to be,
And, sometimes, coming home at night,
we miss them terribly.
And although time may bring new friends
and a new food dish to fill,
That one place in our hearts
belongs to them...
and always will.
Author unknown
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Tribute to my Beautiful Betty

Thank you, Betty, for sharing this incredible 27 years with
me. I love you with all my heart. For over half of my own life
you have been my loyal friend and beautiful companion.
At 32 years young it was your time to join Wow in Spirit.
You are now both galloping free! You have left an incredible
legacy to match that of Wow’s healing quest for all animals.
With you by Wow’s side I know you both will be guiding us all
at the Healing Animals Organisation.
Your divine yin is entwined with Wow’s divine yang: the
alchemy of oneness. You have shown much love, respect
and gratitude to all the wonderful students, graduates and
teachers who have had the pleasure of working with you.
You have been the most wonderful mother to Dancer and Iris
and the herd matriarch.
Always in our hearts love always to my beautiful Betty ♥
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